‘live links’

The International Medieval Bibliography and the Bibliographie de civilisation médiévale contain ‘live links’ to the Lexikon des Mittelalters (LexMA-Online) and to the International Encyclopaedia for the Middle Ages.

LexMA is the standard encyclopedia for medieval studies. It deals with all branches of Medieval Studies and covers the period from 300 to 1500 AD/CE for the whole of Europe and parts of the Middle East and North Africa.

The International Encyclopaedia for the Middle Ages (IEMA-Online) – A Supplement to Lexikon des Mittelalters offers newly written, commissioned, articles, fully peer-reviewed that supplement LexMA and offer supplementary notes to the original LexMA articles.

subscription types:

standard licence

- offers access to the full information and includes remote access but is limited to three simultaneous users
- access is by IP address(es)

Campus Wide Licence

- access is unlimited by IP address(es)
- access also includes remote access

Consortium / Multiple-Campus Subscription

- volume discounts are available for qualifying groups of institutions and multi-site licences

individual subscriptions

- for personal use only
- it offers a single username and password that must not be shared

A Licence Agreement needs to be signed when starting a subscription. Subscriptions run for the calendar year. Each database can also be subscribed to individually.

INTERNATIONAL MEDIEVAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

- multidisciplinary bibliography of Europe, North Africa and the Near East (300-1500)
- the IMB offers fully integrated search possibilities with the Bibliographie de civilisation médiévale online

BIBLIOGRAPHIE DE CIVILISATION MEDIEVALE

- a comprehensive, current bibliography of monographs

BREPOLis is the home of all online projects of Brepols Publishers and its partners, aimed at the international community of humanities scholars. The site offers intelligent and flexible searching of related and linkable databases of unrivalled quality.

BREPOLIS PUBLISHERS

Bégijenhof 67
B-2300 Turnhout
Belgium
Tel. +32 (14) 44 80 34
Fax +32 (14) 44 89 15
brepolis@brepols.net
www.brepolis.net

OpenURL – compatible

‘live links’

with Lexikon des Mittelalters and International Encyclopaedia for the Middle Ages.

Please contact BREPOLIS PUBLISHERS for:

- a 30-day free trial period for institutional users
- a price quote
- details on, or a specimen of, the licence agreement

INTERNATIONAL MEDIEVAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

- multidisciplinary bibliography of Europe, North Africa and the Near East (300-1500)
- The IMB offers fully integrated search possibilities with the Bibliographie de civilisation médiévale Online

BIBLIOGRAPHIE DE CIVILISATION MEDIEVALE

- A Comprehensive, Current Bibliography of Monographs
The International Medieval Bibliography is a comprehensive, current bibliography of monographs and articles, covering the Middle Ages. It is relevant to all aspects of History, Language and Literature, Philosophy and Theology, Art History, Music, Theatre and Performance Arts, Rhetoric and Communication Studies.

The discipline areas to which the IMB is relevant include Classics, English Language and Literatures, History and Archaeology, Theology and Philosophy, Medieval European Languages and Literatures, Arabic and Islamic Studies, Mediterranean Worlds, Archaeology, Theology and Philosophy, Medieval European Languages and Literatures, Arabic and Islamic Studies, and the Asia-Pacific region.

The IMB has been established by the Centre d’Études Supérieures de Civilisation Médiévale (Université de Poitiers) and aims to provide a comprehensive, current bibliography of monographs worldwide and listings of incunabula volumes (conference proceedings, essay collections or Festschriften). The IMB is also OpenURL-compatible and compliant with the OCLC WorldCat Registry.

Users can either conduct a ‘simple search’ or an ‘advanced search’ on the IMB.

The IMB features:
- About 50,000 bibliographic records of monographs
- Every bibliographic record is fully classified by date, subject and location, and provides full bibliographical records.
- Users can either search the bibliographical records of articles (International Medieval Bibliography) or monographs (Bibliographie de civilisation médiévale) simultaneously or select only one of the two bibliographies.
- Users can request documents via their preferred document delivery service, and so forth.

In that way, the user is given complementary information relevant to his search results, consult holdings in a local or external catalogue, request documents via their preferred document delivery service, and so forth.